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Jörg R. J. Schirra  

Conclusive Notes on Computational Picture Morphol-
ogy  

Abstract  

As the thematic issue of IMAGE on computational image 

morphology attempts in particular to mediate between 

computational visualistics and other disciplines investigat-

ing pictures and their uses, the following remarks 

broaden the perspective again and relate the computa-

tional argumentations of the preceding papers to the 

more general discussion of image science. The two fun-

damental categories of picture syntax, the geometric 

base structure and the marker value dimension, are de-

scribed. They are applied to the questions whether pic-

tures with ill-formed syntax may exist at all, and if so, 

whether computers can deal with them as well. The over-

view finally extends the discussion to the limits of pictorial 

syntax studies. 

1 The Two Sides of Picture Morphology 

1.1 The Geometric Base Structures: The Logic of 

Locational Gestalts 

1.2 The Visual Marker Values: Color and Texture, 

Reflection and Transparency 

1.3 Contextual Aspects of Picture Morphology 

2 Do Syntactically Ill-Formed Pictures Exist? 

2.1 What Are Morphologically Ill-Formed Pictures 

2.2 The Reflective Use of Pictures 

2.3 Reflectively-Used and Ill-Formed Pictures in 

Computational Visualistics 

3 The Limitations of Picture Morphology 

Literature 

Sources of Pictures 

As the thematic issue of IMAGE on computational image morphology attempts in particular 

to mediate between computational visualistics and other disciplines investigating pictures 

and their uses, the following remarks broaden the perspective again and relate the compu-

tational argumentations of the preceding papers to the more general discussion of image 

science. The overview also extends the discussion to the limits of pictorial syntax or mor-

phology.  

1 The Two Sides of Picture Morphology  

In her influential book on picture syntax (1990), Fernande Saint-Martin distinguishes two 

kinds of properties of syntacto-morphological elements of pictorial signs that are often in-

terpreted in the following manner (cf., e.g., Dölling 1999): plastic properties belong to the 

“material” of the picture vehicle while other properties are of a perceptual-visual nature, 

which means they are essentially “in the beholder’s eye”, constructed following the princi-

ples of visual perception and particularly Gestalt theory (cf., e.g., [Metzger 1966]). The 

geometric forms and their topological relations are given as typical examples for the latter, 

whereas color and texture are considered to be properties of the material as such. A com-
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bination of plastic attributes and visual-perceptive attributes forms Saint-Martin’s version of 

a pixeme called “coloreme”.1  

In the papers presented in this volume, a related yet different distinction can be found at 

the basis of picture morphology in computational visualistics: the distinction of geometric 

base structure and visual marker values. In the essence, they form two different (classes 

of) abstract data types that have to be coordinated in order to form the logical manifold of 

the pixeme structure on which the algorithms described work.  

Let us recall that – from the application point of view on computer science – an abstract 

data type is a formal version of one of the fields of concepts that structure the argumenta-

tions in the application domain in question: a calculus that covers the essence of the way 

people of the application domain speak about a certain phenomenon (cf. the introduction 

of this volume). In our case, the manner of speaking of picture researchers about color, 

texture, geometric forms, and their spatial relations is the reference to which solutions in 

computer science are rated.  

The distinction between geometry and color is not – at least not primarily – one between 

something belonging (objectively) to the picture vehicle’s material versus something con-

structed (subjectively) by the mechanisms of (visual) perception.2 However, we indeed can 

talk about colors and the dependencies between them on the one hand, and about spatial 

entities and their geometrical or topological relations on the other hand without necessarily 

mixing the two threads of argumentations. They can be treated as independent, and thus 

can be considered as being governed by – prima vista – autonomous fields of concepts. 

Thus when dealing with picture morphology, computational visualists ought to consider, 

first, one set of abstract data types covering the logic of color, and another set of types de-

scribing the logic of space. They, then, have to combine one data type of each of the two 

groups in order to gain a calculus (more or less) equivalent to the argumentations concern-

ing pixemes (cf. Figure 1).  

1.1 The Geometric Base Structures: The Logic of Locational Gestalts  

Pictorial syntax deals, coarsely speaking, with the limited, spatial arrangement in two di-

mensions of visual distinctions (or, for short: of colors). The logic of spatial arrangement in 

                                                 
1
 The difference between the conception of pixemes and Saint-Martin’s coloremes becomes clear in the fol-

lowing determination: “[A coloreme] corresponds to that aggregate of visual variables perceived in the visual 
representation by the way of an ocular fixation, or focus of the gaze. … A coloreme is defined […] as the 
zone of the visual linguistic field correlated to a centration of the eye. It is constituted by a mass of energetic 
matter presenting a given set of visual variables.” (Saint-Martin, 1990, 5). Saint-Martin’s determination of col-
oremes concentrates on psychophysical aspects leaving the abstract formal dimensions of geometrical 
form/position and color/texture implicit. 
2
 It is, after all, quite a strange idea to attribute color – classically treated as the paragon for secondary (i.e., 

subjective) properties – to the material and not to our perceptive apparatus. Color constancy depends more 
on a relatively complicated neuronal mechanism then on object properties. 
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general is covered in the essence by the various calculi of geometry (cf., e.g., [Aiello et al. 

2007]). Abstract as those calculi are, they formalize central aspects of our concrete inter-

actions with any kind of pure spatial configuration, and can be more or less immediately 

translated to abstract data types. Correspondingly, all the papers in this volume refer to 

one or the other of such a geometric base structure in two dimensions.3  

The locational organization of pixemes is in fact not perceivable as such.4 Like the tempo-

ral base structure of music that can only be perceived as organizing a sequence of distinct 

auditory markers – difference of pitch or harmonic progression, change of volume or varia-

tion of timbre – the perception of the spatial base structure of pictures depends on visible 

differences: visual markers usually subsumed under the expression “color”. Indeed, color 

in this general sense includes hue, saturation and intensity as well as texture or even ho-

mogeneous temporal variations thereof. It is exactly the change of any one of those values 

that induces the border of a pixeme, and thus determines the spatial “rhythms” of the pic-

ture. Although underlying most of the papers in this volume, only few of the authors have 

                                                 
3
 Time may occasionally be added to the base structure as an additional “spatial” dimension. 

4
 Space (and time) is, using the words of I. Kant, not an empirical phenomenon but a transcendent category 

used by perception to organize empirical phenomena (CpR). 

 

Figure 1: Combination of fields of concepts 
 

The combination of one field B (e.g., the field of geometric concepts) with another one C 
(for instance the one of color concepts) explains the structure of a more complex field of 

concepts A regulating instances with coordinated properties from the two constituting 
fields (for example concepts governing colored geometric entities, i.e., pixemes) 
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elaborated this aspect in some details; they mostly rely on the everyday knowledge about 

this dimension. However, color theory is often not as simple, and some additional remarks 

about the visual marker system should be added in this conclusion.  

1.2 The Visual Marker Values: Color and Texture, Reflection and Transparency  

The various systems to formally cover color (in the closer sense) in computer science are 

indeed, we assume, well known: Every painting program or computer system for picture 

manipulation offers at least RGB or HSV. Those “color models” are essentially equivalent 

to each other and do not need a detailed description at this place. They basically imple-

ment the system of color concepts we normally apply when speaking about colors and the 

dependencies between them (cf. Fig. 2).  

We should note that we meet once more with color the problem of formalizing a seemingly 

dense dimension: Between any two colors there appear to be more colors. And again, we 

depend on a perceptual system with a limited resolution in color distinction.5 In contrast to 

locative resolution however, there is no such thing in “color space” as a natural “zooming 

operation”: the members of some pairs of colors are only distinguishable by means of a 

complicated technical device like spectral analysis that has no equivalent in non-technical 

human behavior.6 We may therefore take color without real simplification as a syntactically 

discrete dimension with a resolution just below the threshold of human perception. Corre-

spondingly, contemporary computer systems offer a data type for homogeneous colors 

                                                 
5
 Are there arguments for taking color space to be even continuous? Physics at least assumes a continuous 

spectrum (range of wavelengths or frequencies) of electromagnetic waves implementing color, though the 
relevance of this conception for color perception is only quite indirect. 
6
 Zooming locational resolution by microscopes or telescopes can be viewed as a technical equivalent to 

concretely approaching the scene perceived, as was already indicated in the introduction. 

 

Figure 2: Graphical-geometrical presentation of two color models: neighborhood and 
transpositions with respect to the axes or symmetry centers are equivalent to relevant 

relations between the corresponding color concepts 
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with more than 16.5 million values together with methods to select and manipulate them 

easily along the dimensions of our color concepts. Two immediately neighboring color val-

ues of that system are for most humans indistinguishable (cf. Fig. 3).7  

Homogeneous color as covered by the color models mentioned above is the central as-

pect of the visual marker dimension, but not its only aspect. More often, the visual markers 

are given as fine-grained textures that only appear as more or less homogeneous if the 

spatial resolution is not too high. In these cases, zooming reveals that a locale distribution 

of homogeneous colors is in fact relevant (or even fields with textures on a still finer level). 

However besides the zooming, textures are perceived, remembered, and even imagined 

not as a particular spatial distribution of individual (homogeneous) color values but as a 

different kind of visual marker values more or less analogous to accords in music (with 

tones as analogon to colors). The system of visual markers consists in fact of – at least – 

two levels. Although the two levels are not completely independent from each other, they 

follow quite different internal rules.8 

1.3 Contextual Aspects of Picture Morphology  

Finally, by means of transparency and reflectivity something distantly related to deictic 

elements in verbal signs is included in the visual marker dimension, as well. Those two 

phenomena of color in the broad sense are seldom dealt with in computational picture 

morphology. Recall as examples of corresponding traditional pictures stained church 

glasses or Mexican or Turkish folk art with build-in pieces of mirrors, or see Figure 4.  

Note that the effects of reflectivity and transparency in the examples cannot be ascribed to 

the picture vehicle as such – it has to be considered in (and in contrast to) changing situ-

ational contexts. In every single context (i.e., arrangement of objects and lights around the 

image), the transparent and reflective regions of the picture have a fixed appearance indis-

                                                 
7
 Moreover, there are few technical devices that really reproduce each single value distinctly. 

8
 As textures can technically be reduced to fine-grained patterns of homogeneous colors, the most common 

way to deal with them in computational visualistics is by using a sample. More ambitious analytic solutions 
for a corresponding data type concentrate on characteristic structural, statistical or spectral parameters 
[Long et al. 2000]. Structural parameters characterize textures according to geometric relations between cor-
responding homogeneous sub regions while statistical texture parameters measure the locale variations of 
visual qualities (e.g., granularity, regularity, line-likeness): the feature “roughness”, for example, depends on 
the fractal dimension of the intensity variations relative to spatial displacement (cf., e.g., [Wu & Chen 1992]). 
For spectral approaches, the Fourier transform of the texture is calculated as the basis of further analyses. 

Figure 3: The same color? 
Starting from RGB (255,0,0) in the left box, the color in each box is changed by (0,5,0) till 
(255,75,0): that is, “between” two adjacent boxes, four more color values are possible in 

RGB, while most humans cannot distinguish the colors in two adjacent boxes 
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tinguishable in that respect from other regions – they may have been marked by homoge-

neous colors or textures just as well (as in fact in Figure 4). An observer perceives regions 

as being transparent or reflective only if changes in the context do indeed modify the dis-

tribution of marker values, and hence the arrangement of pixemes. The phenomenon is 

also directly important for computational visualists when combining pictures in layout 

(mostly transparency) or 3D graphics (transparency and reflection). Of course, an ade-

quate conceptualization in the data type »image« must explicitly include such “indexical 

marker values”; in general, we cannot replace them by one arbitrarily induced distribution 

of homogeneous colors or textures.9  

There also exists a contextual factor that influences the geometric base structure: While 

the calculi of, for example, pure mereogeometries only provide symmetric spatial dimen-

sions, gravity – or the up-down polarity induced by it in the perceptual system of the ob-

server – introduces an asymmetry in the spatial arrangement of the pixemes. However, 

like the quasi-indexical elements of reflectivity and transparency, the influence of gravity 

                                                 
9
 As a standard for transparency, an additional dimension of marker values – beside hue, saturation and 

lightness (or the other dimensions of color in the close sense used equivalently) called the “alpha channel” is 
regularly used in computational visualistics. Obviously, this “transparency can only be employed internally 
and does usually not extend to the external presentations of the picture: Obviously, a paper printout does not 
become transparent accordingly. Reflectivity also poses some particular problems in computational visualis-
tics, as the reflection of the observer needs to be dealt with as well – a pragmatic problem that cannot be 
solved in an easy manner. 

 

Figure 4: A Rather Extreme Example for Reflectivity and Transparency as Aspects of the 
Pictorial Marker Value Dimension (Toby Mason, Forming of the World, 1997) 
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may be taken not as a syntactical aspect of pictures at all, but as an element of pictorial 

pragmatics.  

In conclusion: the formal treatment of pictures in computational visualistics covering the 

syntactic aspects rests essentially on two basic data types and their interaction: first, the 

base structure of position and form, for which the calculi of mereogeometry are quite prom-

ising general candidates at present; second, the field of marker values based on a discre-

tized range of homogeneous colors and an additional dimension for transparency (and 

perhaps reflectivity), offering further structural principles for the secondary level of tex-

tures.  

2 Do Syntactically Ill-Formed Pictures Exist?  

Let us consider as a final aspect of pictorial syntax a thesis that is often discussed in gen-

eral visualistics: in contrast to verbal expressions that have syntactically ill-formed coun-

terparts, there seems to be no such thing as a syntactically ill-formed picture (cf. 

[Plümacher 1999]). Whereas, for example, the syntactic structure of a verbal language 

may be described by just one Chomsky grammar, so that expressions not described by 

that grammar are considered ill-formed (with respect to that grammar), any expression in 

any two-dimensional visual L-system, any mereogeometric configuration associated ac-

cordingly with marker values, any flat surface makes, it seems, a picture vehicle. The rea-

son appears to be essentially that the geometric basis of pixemes is dense, and any 

potential combination of pixemes can be used as a picture.  

2.1 What Are Morphologically Ill-Formed Pictures  

The distinction between the dimension of the geometric base structure and the dimension 

of the marker values is indeed quite helpful to understand the difference between verbal 

sign systems and pictures, also with respect to ill-formedness. Indeed, those discussing 

this issue do usually not mention damaged screens: Cuts, holes, and burned regions dis-

rupt the homogeneous topology that is part of the pictorial base structure. Cuts, for exam-

ple, separate neighboring pixels: are they neighboring anymore or not, we cannot really 

say (cf. Fig. 5). Suddenly, there is non-space in picture space – which is certainly not 

equivalent to fully transparent regions. After all, a cut in a “Rembrandt” results not just in 

another picture but in a destroyed picture. So, our counter-thesis is that pictures might 

quite well be counted as syntactically ill-formed if the underlying geometric structure is dis-

rupted.  

As with syntactically ill-formed verbal expressions, which may nevertheless be used effi-

ciently for communication, syntactic well-formedness is no necessary criterion for a picture 

to be employed: A certain art form in the middle of the 20th century, particularly exemplified 
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by L. Fontana (1899–1968), plays exactly with this syntactic deviation from well-formed 

images. Fontana’s “cut pictures” are reflective pictures that focus our attention on the “ma-

teriality” – or in our terminology: on the geometric base structure – of pictures exactly by 

means of the violation of that very basis (cf. Fig. 6, [Whitfield, 1999] and [Sachs-Hombach 

2002, 164f.]).  

Syntactic disorders – much like reflection or transparency – have a deictic quality: viewed 

from merely one perspective, a cut may not be noticed for what it actually is, but taken as 

another (in all probability semantically strange) pixeme. Only the movement of the be-

holder makes clear that the spatial tissue of the syntactic base structure itself has been 

broken.10  

Let us, before turning to the question of how such intentionally ill-formed pictures might be 

dealt with in computational visualistics, shortly look at the purpose of such pictures. Em-

ploying syntactically ill-formed picture vehicles on purpose is mostly restricted to art. More 

precisely, these pictures are associated with a special mode of use, as the communicative 

act they are used for deals with the pictorial sign act itself, and hence, among other as-

pects, with its syntactic structure.  

                                                 
10

 Similarly, “blind spots” on a TV screen – i.e., locations where due to some technical problem no light is 
emitted – can only be recognized as such if the picture moves accordingly, so that a change in the marker 
values at those spots had to occur. As that is not possible, the location can be identified as not being part of 
the base structure, which thus must have a geometrical anomaly. 

 

 

Figure 5: An ill-formed Picture? 
 (A. E. Arkhipov: Peasant Girl 

(1920s), with a tear) 

Figure 6: Lucio Fontana: Concetto 
Spaziale (1965) 

Intentionally cut screen said to refer to the 
“materiality” (i.e., the syntax) of pictures 
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2.2 The Reflective Use of Pictures  

Pictures that are not used in the primary sense of showing their content but instead of 

demonstrating aspects of pictorial communication are usually called reflective pictures. 

Many pictures of art indeed are reflective pictures. They are called ‘reflective’ as they are 

used to communicate pictorially about the conditions of picture uses and picture produc-

tions, or for short: about picture communication and its constituents itself.11  

Reflective pictures differ from other pictures by a different attitude of the beholders.12 In 

this attitude, we show ourselves a picture as an example of one or the other of the many 

aspects of pictorial communication. Indeed, this is what we usually do when visiting an art 

museum, and pictures of art can generally be interpreted as pictures that are made spe-

cially for being received in reflective mode. In consequence, distinguishing reflective pic-

tures from others is an aspect of pragmatics rather than syntax. However, as any aspect of 

picture use may be focused on when using a picture reflectively, syntactic features also 

play a role occasionally.13 

                                                 
11

 The scope of reflection may indeed reach far beyond morphology: from exemplifying the ability of the pic-
ture maker to produce highly deceptive pictures (as plays a major role for many nature morte of the 16

th
 cen-

tury) to the pictorial critique of the focus on naturalism. The central theme of the American art style ‘photorea-
lism’ of the 1960s and ‘70s, for example, is an indirect critique of the visual access to reality in the modern 
industrial societies: an access that is almost totally mediated by technical reproductions, and thus open to all 
kinds of hidden manipulations [Held 1975]. The images of artists like Close, Bell, and Morley do not try to 
show reality in a photo-like realism; their subject is more precisely the mediated access to what is believed to 
be reality by media that are assumed to present subjects naturalistically. 
12

 This special attitude has been called ‘the reflective mode of reception’; cf. Schirra 2005, Sect. 3.5.1 and 
4.4.5. 
13

 In pictures of art, the „eigen values” of the picture, i.e., its syntactic features brought up in its reflective use, 
may dominate the semantic “depiction values” or even completely supplant the latter as in abstract art; cf. 
Buchholz 1999, 256f. 

  

Figure 7: Exemplifications of the Reflections of Depicted Objects Reached by the Computer 
Graphics Algorithms ‘Environment Mapping’ (left) and ‘Ray Tracing’ (right) Using the Notori-

ous “Utah Teapot” 
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Reflective picture uses are not restricted to the artistic contexts: Quoting a picture is basi-

cally showing a picture vehicle in the reflective mode, too. Analogous to the use of verbal 

quotation, for instance of some example sentences in a linguistic textbook, which must not 

be confounded with the normal (direct) uses of those sentences, the application conditions 

of a quoted picture are quite different from its direct use: e.g., showing a Renaissance sac-

ral picture in a university seminar on art history vs. using it for prayer in a chapel.  

2.3 Reflectively-Used and Ill-Formed Pictures in Computational Visualistics  

Although reflective pictures of the kinds used and invented in art are seldom relevant in 

computational visualistics, at least the particular use conditions of example images em-

ployed in texts on pictures may be considered important. We may quote pictures in order 

to exemplify a certain algorithm of computer graphics (cf. Fig. 7) or image processing (cf. 

Fig. 8).  

Therefore, an aspect of picture production (hence use) is communicated by means of the 

presentation of such a picture; what is to be seen (as those pictures are usually of the rep-

resentational kind) is more or less contingent. The frequency of teapots in pictures pre-

sented in computer graphics books does by no means communicate a particular addiction 

to the beverage or the receptacle, nor is the fact that a horse is presented pictorially impor-

tant for the original use of Figure 8.14 How the object chosen is depicted, how the visual 

Gestalt relates to the object, and in particular: how that relation again is linked with some 

aspects of the algorithm exemplified, that is what the sender of such a pictorial message 

normally intends – and what the receivers expect to be told in those communicative cir-

cumstances. Those pictures are therefore clear cases of reflective pictures, as well. In par-

ticular those pictures exemplifying, like Figure 8, segmentation algorithms are indeed quite 

important for the discussion of pictorial syntax in computational visualistics: Those algo-

rithms operationalize the concepts of pixeme formation.  

As the reflective use of a picture determines in fact a pragmatic category, reflective pic-

tures are usually not distinguished syntactically from other pictures: They correspondingly 

are not dealt with in a special way in the computer as long as their syntactic characteriza-

tion alone is considered. In more complex applications, like interactive systems that have 

to consider semantic and pragmatic aspects at least to a certain degree, the reflective use 

has not been employed so far.15  

                                                 
14

 Indeed, Figures 7 and 8 are thus already quotations of pictorial quotations – the reflective use of reflec-
tively used pictures. 
15

 Apart from quoted pictures used reflectively to refer to syntactic properties and algorithms associated to 
morphology, syntactic aspects are at least sometimes reflected by artistic computer pictures. Huber [1997, 
188] mentions in a survey on web art, for instance, a piece of John Simon jr. that certainly evokes in the be-
holder the discussion on syntactic properties of pictures: “In a second work for the web from John Simon jr. 
titled ‘Every Icon’ (http://stadiumweb.com/EveryIcon), a Java applet generates all combinations of black and 
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Ill-formed pictures, on the other hand, are syntactically special, and hence, it seems, 

should be dealt with in computational picture morphology accordingly. First, however, it is 

important to distinguish the digital pictures of ill-formed real pictures from the ill-formed 

digital pictures. Certainly, the digital photos of a Russian painting with a large tear or of a 

work of Fontana – see again Figures 5 and 6 – are syntactically not ill-formed as well. 

They are quite regular pictures with an undisturbed spatial base structure, with some of 

their pixemes marking the regions of the tear or cuts, just as other pixemes in other pic-

tures mark the regions of open doors or other holes of an object depicted.16  

If the base structure for pictorial syntax is given by some calculus of geometry, any incon-

sistent geometrical description can be counted as the computational analogon of a dam-

aged screen. Thus, picture files that have been incompletely transferred from a digital 

camera or from some Internet server could indeed be taken accordingly. However, pre-

senting them in the visual form – projected on a screen or printed on some paper – the 

missing spatial coherence is not realized but substituted as in the case of the photos of an 

ill-formed picture. Thus, although syntactically ill-formed pictures theoretically exist in com-

putational visualistics, as well, they are, at least up to now, not practically accessible. That 

is: up to now, it is not possible to adequately “computerize” one of the “Spatial concept” 

pictures of Fontana with their characteristic cuts.  

                                                                                                                                                                  
white squares. The work runs since March 1, 1997. It can be viewed only in its beginning – a computer has 
to run with that little application day and night for years”. In fact, about several hundred trillion years are nec-
essary, Simon points out on the commenting web page, for the program to generate systematically all varia-
tions of the 32 * 32 pixel matrix used on the way from completely white to completely black. 
16

 The deictic quality of the spatial disruption is, then, also lost. 

 

Figure 8: Exemplification of a Particular Segmentation Algorithm (Segmentation by 
Aggregated Weighting): Input Image and Depictions of Results for Three Parameter 

Settings 
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3 The Limitations of Picture Morphology  

There still remain many aspects of pictorial morphology not covered in this volume. One 

particular question is the one of the identity of pictures – a question that in Western culture 

has mainly been answered in close connection to the evolving focus on genial artists by 

referring to the identity of the corresponding picture vehicle, the “original”.17 Other cultures 

have developed different conceptions that are more closely linked to the relation between 

a piece of music and its individual performances.18 The generic concept of pictures en-

compasses a sub concept where the picture is fixedly bound to a certain individual picture 

vehicle, as well as a sub concept with an elaborate two-level conception.19  

Since instances of the data types for picture vehicles cannot per se be seen but have to be 

made visible by means of a computer screen, beamer or printer, the computational treat-

ment of pictures favors the second type. The concrete instantiation of the picture vehicle 

may thus differ more or less slightly. This principal morphological “slackness” is even used 

for certain syntactic solutions to pragmatic problems: By means of “watermarking” a pic-

ture vehicle, i.e., subtly modifying the morphology, the authenticity of a picture is ensured, 

and uses hurting copyrights can be verified (cf. Fig. 9).20  

                                                 
17

 It may in fact be a good hypothesis that such a conception of »image« is directly associated to Goodman’s 
conclusion mentioned in the introduction: that proper copies can only be made from signs that are not syn-
tactically dense. 
18

 In many tribes of Australian and American indigenous people, a frequent means of cultural expression are 
sand drawings. Such pictures are “drawn” by strewing colored sand in patterns on a relatively flat part of the 
floor, or by pushing lines and dots with a stick or the fingers in flat monochrome sand or mud. They are usu-
ally produced in the course of a religious ceremony, which also requires the picture being destroyed at the 
end. Yet the pictures are said to be the same in different actualizations of the ceremony; cf. [Morphy & Smith 
Boles 1999]. 
19

 During the 20
th
 century, the later sub concept has become more important in Western art, in particular with 

the employment of corresponding technical tools like video or the computer by the artists. 
20

 When the expression ‘authenticity’ is currently used in computer science, it does not refer as usual to the 
coordination between a sender’s attitude and the message’s content; that relation is usually not accessible 
for the systems. There are, however, commitments of the computer as a medium (or rather, of those provid-
ing the medium), among them the commitments called ‘integrity’ and ‘authenticity’. Integrity is granted if the 
receiver of a message gets exactly what the sender has sent, i.e., nothing has been left out, added or 
changed. Authenticity in the technical sense means that the receivers can be sure that the apparent sender 

 
Figure 9: Example of Watermarking 

From Left to Right: Original, Watermarked Original, and Watermark Image Used (i.e., the dif-
ference between the other two pictures)  
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Providing structures isomorphic to the morphological characteristics of images may indeed 

be sufficient for handling pictures by means of a computer – after all that structure is (or 

rather would be) exactly equivalent to all the relevant aspects of the picture vehicles. How-

ever, computational visualistist should not be satisfied, as pictures are not merely picture 

vehicles but much more complicated entities. Not everything flat and covered with regions 

of textures is already a picture. With its pictorial metaphor of a theatrical spot light, Figure 

10, the basis of which was originally used in [Schirra 2005] as a coarse overview on a ver-

sion of the complete data type around »image«, illustrates how small the syntactic range of 

questions is indeed compared with the other conceptual facets of pictures.  

Many of the papers collected in this thematic issue of IMAGE refer to semantic and prag-

matic aspects, in the strict structural considerations as well as in the practical applications, 

since the syntactic problems they investigate only make sense in the context of those fea-

tures and cannot be solved in isolation. Even the syntactic grouping of pixemes into enti-

ties of higher order takes into account not only the morphological attributes of the corre-

sponding elements but also more or less every other pixeme present in the picture: The 

grouping is highly context-sensitive. Indeed, the identification of the pixemes particularly in 

a figurative picture depends to a high degree on the picture’s content, i.e., what is de-

picted.  

If we – the computational visualists – do not also consider the particular contexts of use 

that make us take a flat object for a picture, there is no way to, for example, select ration-

ally from a given set of pictures the one to be best presented to a certain computer user 

                                                                                                                                                                  
is the real one. Signatures are a common means of authentification (e.g., of letters, works of art). In combina-
tion, the two commitments also guarantee that the sender cannot deny to have sent the message in question 
(i.e., ‘non repudiation’ of the message) – a feature with important juridical implications, too. 

 
Figure 10: The Spot Light is on Pictorial Syntax –  

but there is a lot more of (computational) picture theory 
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under some specific conditions at hand. An overview on computational picture morphology 

cannot deal with the multitude of other questions associated with the concept (or data 

type) »image«. But – apart from explaining for those not too familiar with computer science 

our insights into the syntactic aspects of pictures and the options and restrictions of the 

computational approaches – it may help us to see the limitations of syntax, and to better 

understand the demands, the other image sciences express to computational visualists.  
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